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The geopolitical strategy of India towards countries of Central Asia

This article is devoted to geopolitical strategy of the Republic of India in relation with the countries of the Central Asia region. In this article geopolitical interests of India in the region, purposes and problems of its foreign policy, potential and prospects of the cooperation with the countries of the region, and also problems, including connected with presence of others regional and world powers in the Central Asia region are considered by the author.
developing an effective geo-strategy, India needs to carefully examine the complex interactions between the three major strategic players in this region (Russia, China, and the USA, especially in light of the altered security situation in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks in the USA and its direct military action in Afghanistan and Iraq).

The potential role of Iran and Turkey as well as the impact of future developments in Afghanistan and Pakistan on the evolving geopolitical situation in the Central Asia region are also explored. In terms of security interests, India needs to aggressively explore and establish security and economic cooperation agreements with the Central Asian Republics both on bilateral and regional basis. In this context, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (the SCO), established in June 2001 at initiative of China, is a major geopolitical development in the region. It is in India’s interest to strive to win its membership. In order to meet its current and future energy needs, Indian firms need to participate in oil and gas exploration ventures in the region, perhaps by joining the relevant international consortia.

Security problems relating to oil and gas transit routes through Afghanistan and Pakistan, India needs to seriously examine the viability of the proposed Russia-Central Asia-China-India pipeline. «Furthermore, India needs to take energetic steps to enhance its trade and investment levels with the Central Asian Republics, which are currently insignificant. Apart from trade in goods, service sectors including education and training, IT-software, health-care, and hotels appear to be promising areas for Indian trade and investments in this region and need to be aggressively pursued. The paper concludes by emphasizing that India needs to establish policy research institutes, staffed with Russian speaking researchers and experts who understand this complex and fast-changing region, so that effective long-term business and security strategies can be formulated and implemented» [2, 215].

«A lot of scientists discussed the issues of security and sustainable development in the Central Asia region, as much as the global security, and were unanimous in their conclusions. India and the countries of Central Asia are concerned about the growth of terrorism and religious extremism in the world as well as the security situation in Afghanistan. For India, Central Asian security is a vital issue and India favours peaceful Central Asia. The region is caught in the vortex of security challenges and threats that may appear episodic but are formative. The biggest threat to regional stability originates from Afghanistan in the activities of radical extremists and drug traffickers» [3].

It is necessary to note, that Islamic radicalism and its manifestations of separatism and extremism justifying terrorist methods of conflict add to the potential for instability in Central Asia. At the same time, a high level of strategic uncertainty has also appeared in the region, stemming, paradoxically, from big power rivalries, given the significant increase in its importance as a major source of petroleum resources and as an alternative to the volatile Middle East and Caspian regions.

The «outside» actors (principally Russia, the United States and China) are consolidating or increasing their presence in the region through complex modes of relationships that promote cooperation as well as trigger competition. A kind of polarization of relations between Russia, on the one side, and the U.S., on the other, has been accelerating in the region. The strategic rivalry is compounded by the worsening security in Afghanistan. As militant Islamists infiltrate from across the Afghan border into Tajikistan, regional stability is coming under severe challenge. The result is a state of «strategic uncertainty» as a medium-term prospect.

Regional security and stability in Central Asia is a precondition for energy development and energy security. China, Russia, the Central Asian states, the USA, the EU, East Asian countries like Japan and South Korea, South Asian countries like India and Pakistan, the ASEAN countries, and most Islamic countries in the Middle East do in fact have common interests in this area.

The Republic of India will be averse to being the promoter or participant in a competing effort. «However, it cannot but be affected by the outcome of the ongoing struggle for spheres of influence between the «pro-Russian» and «pro-American» vectors or among contending projects — Russia’s «Eurasia Space» project, America’s «Greater Middle East Initiative,» China’s «Assimilation» project, and the EU’s «Integration» project — and last but not least the potential entanglement of the region in the «World Islamic Caliphate» project. Again, regional security in Central Asia is currently multilevel and unstructured and often contradictory, which compels India to avoid military-political cooperation» [4, 49]. Having said that, India, as an affected party, cannot remain impervious to the permanent threat of the spread of challenges from Afghanistan to neighbouring countries. The diplomatic challenge is that India is called upon to promote regional stability and bolster its antiterrorist efforts without resorting to military-political modes of cooperation.

The Government of the Republic of India believes that the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (the SCO) is pursuing an important agenda, especially with regard to combating the menace of terrorism. India is interested in joining the SCO and has made its intentions clear to the Russian Federation as well as the other
Member States. Indian membership in the SCO is not dependant on any other state joining or not joining this Organization. The Government believes that India will be able to contribute constructively to the agenda of the SCO. It understand, however, that currently the rules of membership do not allow the accession of new states into the grouping. It is, however, following the activities of the Organization with interest.

The Indian priorities lie in the sprawling Asia-Pacific Ocean region, in the Indian Ocean and in Central Asian region. «I propose to pay personal visits to these regions. We will pitch for larger investment in the Indian economy by the Arab countries of the Gulf region. We have very good relations with Iran; we have been interacting closely with leaders of Central Asian Republics where India happens to enjoy a lot of good-will. Lack of common land borders and of access to Central Asia through civil war-torn Afghanistan is an impediment, but we have gained access to Central Asia through Iran. Leaders of all Central Asian Republics have visited Delhi. Leaders of Republic of India also visited Central Asian Republics’ capitals» [2, 76].

The world experiences the period of transformation practically of all developed systems and mechanisms of the international interaction now. The thesis about necessity of more responsible attitude to the processes touching interests of not only separate states, but also the whole regions even more often rises. In this connection a principle that threats of security not local at all, finds a special urgency. These postulates underlie in construction of mutual relations of India with the countries of the Central Asia region. In the given statement for India borders of its strategic interest are determined.

«I have referred only to our relations with our immediate neighbours. But our idea of a neighbourhood is not a narrow one. Our history and cultural heritage have been such that we conceive of our neighbourhood in much larger terms. For instance, we regard Afghanistan as an important neighbour and can not but have a very close interest in developments there. In recent years, we have also worked on our ties with the Central Asian Republics, from where so much of Indian history has been influenced» [2, 251].

Though interaction with the countries of Central Asia began long before it, the potential and necessity of regional cooperation for India have completely realized only last years. At the present stage the basic approach on the given direction is maintenance of regular dialogue in spirit of strategic partnership, first of all on problems of regional development and trade and economic interaction. Interaction on problems of security only grows, as, despite lacking direct borders, maintenance of stability in the general geographical zone is one of the basic joint problems.

India cannot be named the key external subject, capable to render significant influence on regional balance of forces; the potential of its influence on development of a situation in Central Asia is not comparable with potential of the USA, China and Russia, but at the same time it is impossible to give values to the spent by India policy in the relation of strategically important region for it.

Probably, the partnership with the country possessing with smaller regional influence in comparison with other foreign policy forces, will introduce more than conceptual ideas for development of a rate of interaction, optimum to modern calls and threats. Thus, considering key aspects of cooperation of India with the countries of Central Asia, it is necessary to pay attention to a policy on questions of the security, spent by it within the framework of South Asia.

Tendencies of development of regional cooperation can be easy projected on the Central Asia region. Till now in Central Asia India stakes on development bilateral, instead of multilateral contacts; thus the principle of stabilization of regional conditions for strengthening the long-term interests here is shown the same as and in South Asia. Thus, key parameters of inter-regional cooperation can be determined even without precise representation about the general threats worth both before South Asia, and in front of the Central Asia.

Unfortunately, an axiom in going deep security cooperation between India and the countries of South and Central Asia is joint opposition to the most obvious threats. In South Asia disagreements between India and neighbours are shown in the form of boundary, religious-ethnic and immigration problems, distributions of water resources, militarization and presence of the nuclear weapon. However there is the factor which in the greater degree influences strengthening of cooperation, growth of economic problems in the countries of region and partly their social and economic instability on a background enough indicative successes of India in this area. In this connection mutual relations are constantly subject to risk of maneuvering which is difficult to avoid.

As a whole rather positive experience in sphere of strengthening of cooperation between India and the countries of Central Asia is its experience of counteraction to terrorism and religious extremism though the criticism of Islam in South Asia is ambiguous. On the one hand, the Islam in the region acts as the civilization-cultural factor of national identity, with another hand in case of strengthening of Islamic fundamentalism South Asia can turn to the basic arena of its antagonism with the world community.
For India stability and security of the Central Asia region has crucial importance. India believes, that «stability and security of Central Asia can be in the best way provided by carrying out of a secular and democratic policy» [5]. In this context experience of India in carrying out of such policy can be very useful. India, together with members of the SCO, faces some problems of security having interethnic character. Such unusual threats demand the coordinated and joint actions for which the SCO represents already almost ready mechanism.

Thus, experience of India in struggle against terrorism testifies to development of tactics of flexibility by it, consisting in rapprochement all over again social and economic, and then political structures, despite presence of some complicating circumstances. The given circumstance can be applied with success in strengthening cooperation of India with the countries of Central Asian region. That fact is positive, that in strengthening mutual relations practically there are no terminators of an all-around development.

Key aspect of cooperation of India and Kazakhstan in the field of safety in intermediate term prospect is interaction in frameworks of Meeting on interaction and measures of trust in Asia (SVMDA) and the SCO where as priority area formation of system of continental safety acts, and also joint opposition to the international terrorism, the organized crime and drug business. At the same time the given threats in the long term should not become the unique factors promoting strengthening of cooperation between the states.

One of the most important achievements of interaction in frameworks of the SCO is purchase by India of the status of the observer at the Organization, event during Summit of heads of the states of the SCO in July, 2005. Interest of India in reception of the status of the observer at the SCO testifies not only to appeal of the purposes and problems to it which are put before itself the Organization, but also about prospect which the country sees in interaction within the framework of interstate regional structures. The basis for this purpose, as is known, are security issues and stability.

At the present stage when the SCO has overcome a part of problems of organizational becoming and has entered a new stage of adjustment and a deepening of effective cooperation on priority directions of the activity, special value is given to increase of political weight of the Organization. The expansion of the format testifying to adherence of the countries-members of the SCO to open dialogue, represents itself as one of ways of strengthening not only its international authority, but also efficiency. There of such influential members of the SCO as China, Russia and Kazakhstan, welcomed intention of playing a significant role in a global and regional policy of India to receive the status of the observer at the Organization.

India has declared the basic decision to enter the SCO practically right after formations of the Organization. At an initial stage the country leaders even had been carried out exploratory talk on the given question with all countries which are included in the SCO, and their consent is received. At the present stage struggle against terrorism and closer economic cooperation are two largest areas in which the Organization has undertaken the important steps. In both areas India is capable to bring in the significant contribution to programs of the SCO. India also is interested in assisting in development of closer contacts within the framework of the countries-members of the SCO, to revive that intensive stream of ideas and trade with which blossoming well-known «era of the Silk way» differed.

Reception by India of the status of the observer at the SCO has positive consequences for the Organization. It will promote:

First, strengthening of regional stability and economic integration will raise coordination of efforts on counteraction to terrorism, extremism and drug business, struggle with which is one of priority directions in the policy of the countries of South Asia to which India and Pakistan concern.

Second, transformation of the SCO into the powerful international organization, capable to struggle for influence on the world scene with any other alliances. Activity of India as the large Asian power possessing in economic and political potential, will facilitate the SCO search of the niche in the system of international organizations, that, in turn, gives reason for efficiency of the Organization as the tool of maintenance of regional security.

In opinion of Indian analysts, the SCO has proved as very active and leading organization in the region. It could carry out a problem of support of stability and security in Central Asian region [5].

The establishment between Kazakhstan and India of relations of strategic partnership deduces cooperation between our states on essentially new level: it is a new level of opportunities, but, at the same time, a new level of responsibility. It is fair, because, despite lacking direct borders, maintenance of stability in the general geographical zone is one of the basic joint problems. The Asian region is not included today into number of the most stable regions of the world. Here during many years there are serious problems directly menacing not only regional, but also global security. Among them: the international terrorism, activization of
extremist and separative movements, distribution of drugtraffic, the non-authorized territorial disputes, and also the calls of security which are starting with social and economic sphere.

Certainly, their decision is impossible without effective and institutionally formed coordination of efforts of all states of the Central Asia region. In this connection, it is necessary to note a role of India, as one of the most influential world powers and the guarantor of stability in South Asia and Kazakhstan, as the most politically stable and economically successful among the states of the Central Asia region. As Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan K.Tokaev spoke, «Kazakhstan positioned itself as the essential factor of maintenance of stability and security both in the Central Asia region, and in extensive territory of the Eurasian continent. The task of maintenance of a favorable external environment has been put to internal reforms by adjustment of stable and friendly mutual relations, first of all with neighbour states, and also with leading political and economic centers of the modern world. Having concluded the contract about an establishment of relations of strategic partnership, our countries should concentrate forces on development of the mechanism of cooperation in sphere of maintenance of regional security» [6].

Thus, it is possible to conclude, that the geopolitical environment of India is not so peace as should be. With growth of value of Eurasia in the future, the geostrategic site of Central Asia region can become critical. The rivalry existing between Russia and the USA, sometimes open, sometimes latent, hardly will develop in serious confrontation, at least, not because of problems of Central Asia. This script could be realized, if China, with growth of the potential, would challenge the USA. The second tendency, able to mention India is growth of religious extremism in Central Asian region. One of the main calls before which there is India is growing threat of religious extremism and terrorism of its territorial integrity. Within more than ten years the Indian government battles to extremism and transboundary terrorism in state Jammu and Kashmir. Members of terrorist groups receiving support, safe shelters and instructors from abroad have declared jihad against the Indian government. Their actions represent danger to territorial unity of the Republic of India.

In view of extreme interest of India in rigid and consecutive opposition to threat of international terrorism, Kazakhstan supports interest of India to participation in activity of Regional antiterrorist structure (RATS). India has huge potential of assistance to states-members of RATS of the SCO in their activity. In this connection India could take part in the following directions of RATS activity:

- Information interchanges with states-members of RATS about activity of terrorist organizations;
- Joint opposition to distribution of ideology of terrorism and extremism in Central Asian region;
- Maintenance of antiterrorist security of joint objects of infrastructure and joint ventures;
- Exchange of experience on struggle against terrorism at a level of contacts of corresponding services of India and states-participants of RATS;
- Preparation of normative-legal base on optimization of interaction of India and RATS.

Activization of cooperation of Kazakhstan and India on opposition to threats of international terrorism will allow raising the level of efficiency of the given work and will lower a number of calls of regional security.

Other extremely actual direction in cooperation of efforts in business of maintenance of regional safety is inclusion of India in structure of Contact group of the SCO-Afghanistan. Distinctive feature of work of Contact group of the SCO-Afghanistan is accent on cooperation with its government, and also scope practically of all areas of interaction to provide not only force, but also the economic decision of the problem of the help to Afghanistan.

Now the question is maintenance of regional security, therefore we will address only to joint actions on neutralization of the calls which are starting from Afghanistan. Threat of terrorism and active spread of drug addiction from what all suffer without exception of the country of the Asian region concern to them, first of all.

Thus, the problem of Afghanistan is the most actual for such regional organization, as the SCO, including also India being the state-observer. In the given context special interest is represented with idea about creation in frameworks of the SCO of system of antiterrorist, antidrug and financial zones of regional security. Clearly, that the given system in frameworks of the SCO is possible only at full and active participation of countries-observers of the SCO, here again one of key roles is allocated to India being not only the large regional economic center, but also the system forming state in South Asia.

Initiative of India can provide an abstemious effect on the overall regional configuration process, something that Central Asians desire, but India cannot match the leverages enjoyed by Russia and China. Its are more intrinsic in terms of security interest, ideological convergence and economic complementarity. However, India stands to gain a greater say in the SCO by addressing particularly the security issues including terrorism. «Our approach should contrast the policies of Russia and China that insist on maintaining the
status quo against the desire for a gradual change. If the trend of limiting the influence of the USA and EU continues, India will have a greater role to play in moderating the developments to ensure that the SCO does not shape into a military bloc which will be detrimental to regional peace and security, especially for the Afghanistan reconstruction efforts» [7].

As to other prospects within frameworks of the cooperation directed on maintenance of regional security, here it is meaningful to pay attention to expansion of cooperation in the field of defense. First, there is an opportunity of export of small arms made in India in the countries of Central Asia as agreements on military-technical cooperation with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan have been signed. Russian frontier guards expect to the aid of India in struggle against fundamentalists on southern boundaries of the former Soviet Union. India took part in training and equipment of divisions of Afghani Northern Alliance during campaign against movement «Taliban». Second, India can give the technical help in management of the industrial enterprises of defensive sector, is especial in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Thirdly, India participated in training the personnel of antiterrorist divisions which aim is struggle against internal sources of intensity. India also has a wide experience in maintenance of stability in ethnically diverse society.

The Kazakhstan-Indian cooperation has serious potential to begin the important component in business of maintenance of regional security. Nevertheless, it is necessary to emphasize, that the bilateral format of relations not to the full corresponds to the purposes of the activity. Our problem to coordinate efforts and to start formation of effective mechanisms of multilateral interaction on suppression of calls of security in Asia.

Thus, experience of the cooperation of the Republic of India with the countries of Central Asia on questions of regional security during the further strengthening of the Central Asian-Indian relations testifies to necessity:

- signing of the Declaration on strategic partnership;
- carrying out of regular multilateral summits for an estimation of carried out agreements;
- carrying out of annual meetings on questions of foreign policy and international relations;
- continuation of the dialogue on security issues and non-distribution of the nuclear weapon;
- creation of joint working group on questions of struggle against terrorism and religious extremism;
- strengthening of cooperation in the field of military-technical cooperation and an exchange of experience in this sphere.

The President of the Republic of India Pratibha Patil has called the countries of Central Asia to unit efforts in struggle against the international terrorism which threatens to security of the world.

«It is necessary for Governments of the countries of the region to take urgent measures on destruction of terrorism in all its forms of display». As she said, distribution of radicalism and hatred threatens to all world. «Acts of terrorism in 2008 in Mumbai have shown, that the terrorism was distributed everywhere and any country is not protected from its danger». Patil has noted, that Central Asia takes a high place in foreign policy of India. «We are going to expand the cooperation in the field of regional security, in sphere of education and in sphere of business activity, including power and the foodstuffs» [8]. The countries of Central Asia and India have a common opinion in security issues, stability and regional cooperation.
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Ундістан және Орта Азия елдері: 
кауіпсіздік бойынша аймактық ынтымақтастық

Макала Ундістан мен Орта Азия елдерінің аймактық кауіпсіздігі тиінірінде ынтымақтастығының негізді бағыттары анықталған. Осы жеңілдік көркемдік мәселелер және болуы мүмкін ынтымақтастықтың болашақ ұрпақтары қаралған. Ерекше юңғайлы Бытамақтастығы Үйымына кірісінің ұмдателдігін бақыттайды. Екі қақты қарым-қатынаш қаупірінде Қазақстан және Ундістаның алуеуі талдаған.
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Индия и страны Центральной Азии: 
региональное сотрудничество по безопасности

Статья посвящена основным направлениям сотрудничества Индии и стран Центральной Азии в области региональной безопасности. Здесь же рассматриваются актуальные проблемы и возможные перспективы развития сотрудничества. В статье особое внимание уделяется заинтересованности Индии во вступлении в ШОС. В рамках регионального сотрудничества анализируются потенциал двусторонних отношений Казахстана и Индия.
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Религиозные объединения и Советская власть в 1950-е годы

На материалах Карагандинской области

В статье рассмотрена антирелигиозная политика Советского государства в 1950-е гг. Отмечено, что законодательство того периода целью открытую борьбу против всех верующих, поставило запрет на молитвы. Определено, что в следующем период атеизм являлся не только государственной идеологией, но и одним из направлений в политике.
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Наблюдение за исполнением атеистического законодательства в РСФСР, а затем и в СССР осуществляли правительственные органы. Сначала этим занимался Наркомат юстиции РСФСР, при нем и его органах на местах в 1918 г. были созданы специальные отделы по реализации декрета «Об отделении церкви от государства». С образованием СССР этим вопросом ведали НКВД РСФСР и Советской республики по делам культов при Председателе ВЦИК (24 августа. 1924 г. — 8 апреля 1929 г.). Постоянная комиссия по вопросам культов при Президиуме ВЦИК (с 1929 г.). 7 мая 1934 г. был создан первый всесоюзный орган — Постоянная центральная комиссия по вопросам культов при Президиуме ЦИК СССР. После упразднения Комиссии в 1938 г. ее функции были распределены между НКВД СССР, Наркоматами юстиции республик и местными Советами. 14 сентября 1943 г. создан Совет по делам Русской Православной Церкви, 19 мая 1944 г. — Совет по делам религиозных культов при Совнаркоме СССР. Аналогичные структуры появились в республиках СССР. 8 декабря 1965 г. оба Совета были слиты в Совет по делам религий при Совмине СССР, который был ликвидирован 14 ноября 1991 г.

Постоктябрьский период (1918 – вторая половина 1930-х гг.) характеризуется манипулированием массовым сознанием и бескомпромиссной борьбой с религией, которая помогала большевикам в начальный период укрепить свои позиции.

Эти изменения отразились и в законодательных актах, в частности в Конституции [1; 44–45]. Верховным носителем власти провозглашалось всё рабочее население страны, а лица, связанные с